Clustering is a process of grouping elements together, designed in such a way that the elements assigned to similar data points in a cluster are more comparable to each other than the remaining data points in a cluster. During clustering certain difficulties related when dealing with high dimensional data are ubiquitous and abundant. Works concentrated using anonymization method for high dimensional data spaces failed to address the problem related to dimensionality reduction during the inclusion of non-binary databases. In this work we study methods for dimensionality reduction for non-binary database. By analyzing the behavior of dimensionality reduction for non-binary database, results in performance improvement with the help of tag based feature. An effective multi-clustering anonymization approach called Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM) is presented for dimensionality reduction on non-binary database. To start with we present the analysis of attribute in the non-binary database and cluster projection identifies the sparseness degree of dimensions. Additionally with the quantum distribution on multicluster dimension, the solution for relevancy of attribute and redundancy on non-binary data spaces is provided resulting in performance improvement on the basis of tag based feature. Multiclustering tag based feature reduction extracts individual features and are correspondingly replaced by the equivalent feature clusters (i.e.) tag clusters. During training, the DCTSM approach uses multi-clusters instead of individual tag features and then during decoding individual features is replaced by corresponding multi-clusters. To measure the effectiveness of the method, experiments are conducted on existing anonymization method for high dimensional data spaces and compared with the DCTSM approach using Statlog German Credit Data Set. Improved tag feature extraction and minimum error rate compared to conventional anonymization methods are demonstrated with experiments.
INTRODUCTION
With the recent improvements in clustering algorithms four types are approximately separated namely projection clustering, hierarchical clustering, density-based clustering and subspace clustering algorithms. Different types of algorithm as mentioned investigate the clusters in lower-dimensional projection of the original data. It is normally favored when dealing with information that is high dimensional. Motivated by the fact of high dimension which has more dimensions leads to the so called curse of dimensionality with which the performance of usual machine learning algorithms becomes impaired. This is frequently due to two types of pervasive effects such as empty space incident and deliberation of distances.
The term 'curse of dimensionality' refers to the fact that all high dimensional data sets tend to be sparse, because the number of points necessary to symbolize any distribution grows exponentially with the number of dimensions. This results in bad estimates for high-dimensional data resulting in complexity over density based approaches on non-binary database. The latter is a rather counterintuitive property of high dimensional data point representations, where all distances between data points tend to turn out to be harder to differentiate with the increase in dimensionality which is omnipresent and copious.
Novel anonymization methods for sparse high-dimensional data [1] were based on estimated Nearest Neighbor (NN) search in high-dimensional spaces, which was evaluated using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). The data transformation involved extracts the establishment using the underlying reduction into a band matrix and gray encoding-based sorting. These band matrixes and gray encoding made the establishment of anonymization in groups resulting in lesser information loss with the help of an efficient linear-time heuristic but problem related to non-binary databases was not solved. Anonymization methods for sparse high-dimensional data do not use dimensionality reduction techniques for more effectual anonymization.
The idea of selecting subset of good features with high variance and feature subset selection are proved to be certain efficient methods for dimensionality reduction. With the selection of good feature, the irrelevant data are removed that increases the accuracy related to learning and maximizing the comprehensibility for non-binary database. The feature subset selection methods for non-binary database are divided into four types namely, extensive category explicitly embedded, wrapper, filter, and hybrid techniques. The embedded methods integrate feature selection as a part of the training process and are usually precise, and therefore proved to be more efficient than the other three types.
On the basis of the aforementioned techniques and methods applied, the proposed work uses Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM) approach for non-binary high dimensional data spaces to improve accuracy. DCTSM first clusters different types of pertinent attributes to recognize the constituent records of it. The problem of projected clustering is addressed by identifying the clusters and their attributes are extracted using Statlog German credit dataset. Subsequently, discrete dimensional projection clusters using the quantum distribution model are applied that considers the problem related to attribute relativity and redundancy. DCTSM approach offers a multi-cluster formation based on objective function and evolve a discrete dimensional projection clusters. Finally, dimensionality of the data is reduced by ignoring the lower Eigen value components. On the other hand, DCTSM approach uses the class information to perform a projection of the features which best separate two or more classes.
Experiments using Statlog German Credit Data Set extracted from UCI repository confirm that, the DCTSM approach facilitates higher level of accuracy and also multi-clustering process is considerably efficient. Empirical studies show that the application of DCTSM approach improves the level of accuracy and minimizes the error rate when compared to significantly more efficient state of art technique. The contribution of Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM) approach on non-binary database for dimensionality reduction mining includes the following:
1. To identify sparseness degree of dimensions using Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM) approach 2. To provide solution for relevancy of attribute and redundancy on non-binary data spaces 3. To reduce dimensionality on the basis of tag based feature 4. To apply multi-clusters instead of individual tag features and then during decoding the individual features are replaced by the corresponding multi-clusters to reduce the error rate. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provide the related work and motivation behind our proposal. Section 3 describes the Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering approach. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental parameter with data extracted from Statlog German Credit Data Set. Section 5 details the performance with resultant table and graph. Finally the concluding section is explained in section 6.
RELATED WORKS
Clustering has been considered as one of the significant and valuable method in the field of data mining. Fuzzy similarity based self-constructing algorithm [2] exactly extracted single feature for every cluster. The feature being extracted was equivalent to a cluster that represented weighted mixture of words restricted in a specific cluster. With the introduction of fuzzy similarity based self-constructing algorithm, the derived membership functions were equivalent in a direct way and explained suitably for the real allocation of the training data.
DENsity Conscious Subspace clustering [8] followed a divide-and-conquer scheme to competently determine clusters that referred to the phenomenon that the region density varied in different subspace cardinalities. Some of the existing clustering algorithms were considered to be incapable if the required similarity measure calculated was present between the data points in high-dimensional space. To deal with the difficulty related to high-dimensional space, a number of projected clustering algorithms were developed in [3] . The clustering of highdimensional data was not reviewed by recent researchers which also included kernel mappings and shared-neighbor clustering. The main disadvantage was that it only detected hyperspherical clusters, just as similar to that of the K-means. The work in [11] used hubs to repeatedly determine the number of clusters in the data.
The paper [16] analyzed and compared four data clustering algorithms, namely k-means algorithm, hierarchical clustering algorithm, self-organizing maps algorithm, and expectation maximization clustering algorithm. Concluding remarks stated that partitioning algorithms like k-means and EM were recommended for huge size dataset whereas the hierarchical clustering algorithms were recommended for small dataset.
Vector approximation employed scalar quantization, while the hyper plane bounds were better than MBR and MBS bounds explained in [5] but still movable compared to the true querycluster distance. At the same time, the cluster-distance bounds were further optimized by introducing and optimizing the clustering algorithm. But many of the optimization methods faced certain level of difficulties whenever the clusters hide in subspaces with maximum level of low dimensionality. The projected clustering in [3] evaluated the space between the values of the attribute to obtain the relevance result, size of the selected attribute in the cluster and correlated the reports in the cluster. A novel approach of 2-D fractal dimension estimation based on contour wavelet transform was presented in [14] that used the properties of the autocorrelation function to improve the accuracy but at the cost of time.
An extensive analysis on enhancing the FCM clustering algorithm was developed in [17] to solve the difficulties related to K-means and FCM algorithms over high dimensional data. The algorithm presented called as Projected Clustering based on FCM Algorithm (PCFA) used the standard FCM clustering algorithm for sub-clustering high dimensional data into reference centroids and the reference values were fed as an input to the modified FCM algorithm.
Motivated from the fact of the manifold learning and L1-regularized methods for selecting the subset, Multi-Cluster Feature Selection (MCFS) [4] was used. Specifically, it selected those features that were in a way arranged according to the characteristics of multi-clustering. The equivalent optimization problem was capably solved as it only involved a sparse Eigenproblem and a L1-regularized least squares problem.
Data stream classification technique that integrates a narrative class detection mechanism into traditional classifiers [6] , compliant very high false negative rate. With the introduction of concept-drift, feature detection problem occurred whenever the problem of fundamental data distribution occurred in the streams. But it failed in addressing the data stream classification problem beneath active feature sets.
The main task of sparse coding is to discover embedding of data by transferring the feature values based on subspace cluster membership [10] . The design of sparse coding by focusing on the identification of shared clusters between data when source and target data have dissimilar distribution did not offered a good starting point for addressing complex task multiple heterogeneous data sources. Probabilistic reverse nearest neighbor query that get back the objects from uncertain data had superior probability than a given threshold to be the RNN of an uncertain query object but not extensive to the probabilistic RkNN queries [13] .
The work in [7] called as the feature relation network used text feature selection method based on the rule that considered semantic information were more appropriate for other classification problems when related to text. The drawback of the method was that the semantic information was obtainable but it could not be applied to additional potential feature relations. Other measurements, such as event frequency and various positional distributional features were added resulting in nonmultidimensional FRN.
A multi-objective approach referred to as the elitist nondominated sorting in genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) was presented in [15] and applied to identify high-level knowledge representation using IF-THEN rules with eight-dimensional search space. Three probable outcomes were labeled called as very low, low and high were chosen for determining the rule. Multi viewpoint-based similarity measure does not describe alternative forms as the relative resemblance did not used standard relative similarities according to the different viewpoints. It failed in applying criterion functions for hierarchical clustering algorithms [12] . Fast clustering-based feature selection algorithm (FAST) was divided into clusters using graph-theoretic clustering methods and related to target classes from each cluster to form a subset of features but it did not calculated different correlations [9] . To investigate dimensionality reduction on non-binary high dimensional data space, a technique named Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering approach is designed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, an approach for effective reduction of dimensionality based on tags in the non-binary database called as Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering is presented. The design considerations of Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering starts with the attribute relevance analysis followed by the model of quantum distribution and tag specific feature extraction for precise dimensional projection. In addition an algorithm for DCTSM approach is presented. The architecture diagram of the DCTSM approach for reducing the dimensionality on non-binary high dimensional data spaces is illustrated in Fig.1 .
Fig.1. Diagrammatic representation of the DCTSM approach
The Fig.1 illustrates the diagrammatical representation of the DCTSM approach which is split into three phases. During the initial phase, analysis of attribute in the non-binary database takes place and the process of projecting clusters is deployed to identify sparseness degree even with small subset of dimensions. Once the analysis of non-binary database is accomplished, the second phase develops a multi-cluster dimension on quantum distribution for identifying the relevancy of attribute and redundancy on nonbinary data spaces. Finally, the third phase extracts the feature based on the tag to reduce the dimensionality on non-binary data using the attributes extracted from the UCI repository, Statlog German Credit Dataset.
DCTSM ATTRIBUTE RELEVANCE ANALYSIS
To facilitate attribute relevance analysis, all proportions in a Statlog German credit dataset are identified which display certain level of cluster composition by determining dense regions and identify their position with the help of correct measurement. The fundamental hypothesis for attribute relevance analysis phase is that in scenarios including estimated clustering, a cluster contain appropriate proportions in which the projection of every point of the cluster is in an adequate number of further expected points, and this notion of "proximity" is qualified with all the proportions. The dimensions that are further symbolized are then used as the probable aspirants for appropriate proportions of the clusters.
In DCTSM approach, let us consider DB a Statlog German credit dataset of n-dimensional points, where the attributes is denoted by A = {A1, A2,…, An} and a set of N non-binary data points, where xi = (xi1, xi2,…xin). Each xij communicates with the assessment of data point xi on attribute Aj where, xi is termed as one dimensional point. Each data point xi fits in either one estimated cluster or to the position of outliers OUT.
For a given number of clusters, 'nc', acts as an input parameter, with an estimated cluster Cs, s = 1, 2, …, nc is termed as a pair (SPs, SDs) where SPs is a division of non-binary data points of database and SDs is a division of dimensions of set of attributes A, such that the projections of the data points in SPs beside every dimension in SDs are directly grouped. The proportions in SPs are termed as significant dimensions for the cluster Cs. The last proportions, (i.e.,) A-SDs are termed as inappropriate dimensions for the cluster Cs. The cardinality of the position SDs is indicated by ds where ds, d and ns specifies the cardinality of the set SPs where ns < N.
With the help of attribute significance analysis, the sparseness level yij are determined for diverse proportions. The sparseness level yij are specified by,
where,
. The least assessment of yij signifies solid region whereas the highest assessment signifies thin region of non-binary data. Likewise different yij values are determined for different spatial images for different dimensions which facilitate assessment of yij for every image, i.e., it simply perceive the dense regions. The images with better values of yij indicate thin regions whereas the attribute with less values of yij signify the opaque regions.
QUANTUM DISTRIBUTION MODEL IN DCTSM APPROACH
Once the attribute relevance analysis is performed, the quantum distribution model is applied in DCTSM approach. Each cluster is precise in selecting the attribute value using DCTSM approach. Followed by this multiple clusters are formed for different types of attribute value and each attribute value of a cluster is a restricted mean chosen precisely from the domain. Each report in the multi-cluster then follow the precise attribute values according to the data error rate. Quantum distribution is optimized with the given constraints and with variables that need to be minimized or maximized using programming techniques.
The DCTSM approach necessitates quantum distribution model by simpler form so that available computational objective function approach is used on non-binary database. This leads to a natural criterion for selecting the most excellent precise attribute value. Statlog German credit dataset consists of a set of incoming reports which are denoted by Y1',…Yi'.
Let us assume that the data point 'Yi'' is received during the time stamp 'Si' followed by the assumption that the discrete dimensionality of the non-binary database is 'h'. The 'h' dimensions of the report Yi' are denoted by   . In addition, each non-binary data point has an error associated with dissimilar dimensions. The error associated with the k th dimension for nonbinary data point Yi is denoted by point by k(Yi').
Since different dimensions of data replicate diverse quantities, they correspond to different scales in DCTSM approach. In order to take the precise behavior of the different discrete dimensions into account, quantum distribution across different discrete dimensions is performed. DCTSM approach maintains the global statistics to compute global variances. These variances are used to scale the data over time with values.
In order to include the greater importance of recent data points in a developing stream, concept of an objective function f(s) quantifies the relative importance of the different data points over time. The objective function is drawn from the range (0, 1), and serves as a quantize factor for the relative importance of a given data point with a decreasing function that represents the objective of importance of a data point over time.
The objective function of quantum distribution model for DCTSM approach is the exponential objective function on nonbinary database. The exponential objective function f(s) with parameter λ is defined as follows as a function of,
The value of f(s) reduces by a factor of 2 every 1/λ time units and corresponds to the half of the function f(s).
TAG SPECIFIC FEATURE EXTRACTION
Finally in order to reduce the dimensionality, DCTSM approach extracts the feature extraction based on the tag, where several similar features are grouped together in order to reduce the feature dimension. As a result, feature reduction for individual feature is substituted by the equivalent feature tag clusters. During classification multi-clysters are used instead of the individual tag features and then through reverse process the individual tag features are replaced by the corresponding clusters.
To perform tag clustering on non-binary database, the tags are represented as vectors and the similarity between the vectors are computed. Two different vector representations are developed using DCTSM approach. A target tag is represented as a vector of other tag in its proximity. If all the tags in the lexicon are used Once the vectors are obtained for non-binary database, these are multi-clustered and chosen using a training process on a validation set during non-binary database experiments. The multicluster seeds are selected arbitrarily and two types of vector similarity representation measures are used for clustering the vectors, namely cosine similarity and Euclidean distance. The DCTSM approach defined are applied on other high dimensional features space based on tags and also experimented with affix using the task specific approach.
ALGORITHM FOR DCTSM APPROACH
The algorithm given below describes the steps performed in Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM): Input: Let Aj denote the attribute values of Statlog German Credit Data Set 'S'. Qmin, is minimum number of Quantum index of a selected attribute, 'MC' is multi-cluster k th dimensions of dataset, t occurs 'n' times in the corpus. The above algorithmic step is used to identify the sparseness degree and dimensionality reduction on non-binary database using sparseness degree yij using Eq.(1) and the parameters are evaluated. In DCTSM approach, relevancy of attribute and redundancy are identified using the quantum distribution model. The quantum model produces result using the objective function after selecting the appropriate attribute value. The quantized result is updated. Then, dimensionality reduction in the non-binary database based on the tag based feature is obtained. Register_Prev and Register _Next are two form of vector representation for the positions vi-1 or vi-2, vi+1 or vi+2, vk-1 or vk-2, vk+1 or vk+2 . Finally,  k v is computed and DC is obtained using the above equation to reduce the dimensionality.
RESULTS ON DISCRETECOMPONENT TASK SPECIFIC MULTI-CLUSTERING
The main goal of the experiments presented here is to evaluate the capability of non-binary database to correctly identify dimensionality reduction in various simulation settings. Experimental evaluation is conducted to estimate the performance of the Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering Approach in high dimensional data spaces. The DCTSM approach is implemented in Java. The first phase analysis the factor involved with related to redundancy in non-binary database with the help of Statlog German Credit Data Set. With the outcomes of the first phase, the objective of the second process is to provide solution for relevancy of attribute and redundancy, whereas the third phase efficiently reduces the dimensionality on multi-cluster dimensions.
Statlog German Credit Data Set classifies the publicly available data by a set of attributes as good or bad acclaim risks. Also Statlog German Credit Data Set contents come up with a cost matrix. In cost matrix, rows represent the actual classification and the columns denote the predicted classification. Statlog German Credit Data Set holds 20 attributes with 1000 instances. Only discrete dimension of attributes is considered with each multicluster having different set of precise attribute value. An attribute is precise to a cluster if it helps to identify the member reports of it. This means the values at the precise attributes are distributed among certain specific values in the cluster, while the reports of other clusters are less likely to have such values. Determining multi-clusters and their precise attribute value from a Statlog German Credit dataset is known as the discrete dimensional projected clusters.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DISCRETE COMPONENT TASK SPECIFIC MULTI-CLUSTERING
Discrete Component Task Specific Multi-Clustering (DCTSM) approach is compared with the Anonymization methods for sparse high-dimensional data through localitysensitive hashing (LSH) for measuring the accuracy, running time and error rate. Average Accuracy (AA) is needy on how data points (i.e.) information is collected, and is usually judged by comparing numerous capacity from the same or different multiclustered data. The non-binary high dimensional database average accuracy is measured on dimensionality reduction. 
The error rate is measured as an estimate of the error probability and precise for a long time interval and a high number of errors. ER is measured in terms of percentage (%).
The Table. 1 given below shows the average accuracy measured with respect to novel instances in the range of 100 to 700. Comparisons are made with the existing LSH technique to measure the effectiveness of the proposed DCTSM approach. The Fig.2 describes the average accuracy based on the instances extracted from the Statlog German credit dataset. The accuracy is measured in terms of percentage (%) and instances ranges from 100 to 700. From the figure it is illustrative that the average accuracy is increased using the proposed DCTSM approach when compared to the existing LST technique. This is because the two vector representations, Register_Prev and Register_Next on the vectors vi-1 or vi-2, vi+1 or vi+2, vk-1 or vk-2, vk+1 or vk+2 reduces the dimensionality reduction and improves the average accuracy. The average accuracy using DCTSM approach is improved from 5-10% when compared to the existing LSH technique anonymization method for high dimensional data spaces [1] .
The Table. 2 given below show the tag feature extraction running time with respect to the number of extracted tag features and elaborate comparisons are made with the existing LSH technique to measure the effect of running time using the proposed DCTSM approach. The Fig.3 illustrates the tag feature extraction running time based on the extracted tag features number. The figure illustrates that the time taken to run using DCTSM approach is lesser than when compared to that using the LSH technique. This is because with the application of multi-clustered quantum distribution model and with the application of the exponential objective function f(s) in DCTSM approach the running time gets reduced in the proposed system when compared to that of the LSH technique which is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). The running time is reduced from 2-5% in DCTSM approach when compared to that using the LSH technique. Fig.4 illustrates the error rate measured based on the non-binary data dimensions and measured in terms of the percentage (%). The error rate in DCTSM approach is reduced to 10-20% using the discrete component (DC). Each vector in DC is of dimension m + 1 corresponding to 'm' discrete component group (Mj). In addition with the introduction of indecisive DCTSM algorithm the possibility density function characterized the underlying behavior and decreases the error rate.
To conclude with, dimensionality is reduced in the non-binary high dimensional data space points. The ratio between the number of tag occurrences and its total number of occurrences in the quantity are used as a metric of DC task specific tag selection. Some tags occur only once in the training quantity and considered as a context tag. These tags with higher discrete component find place in the important tag list. But these tags which are not much frequent are removed for further reduction and improve the accuracy rate.
CONCLUSION
The performance of Discrete Component Task Specific MultiClustering approach initially analysis the attribute present in the non-binary Statlog German credit dataset and the process of projecting clusters identify the degree of sparseness related to dimensions of data. Then multi-cluster dimension provide relevancy of attribute and redundancy on non-binary data spaces using quantum distribution. As a final point, multi-clustering tag based feature reduction takes individual features and is replaced by the equivalent feature clusters for dimensionality reduction. Recognition of an appropriate position based on tag feature in DCTSM approach is very imperative that provide the best performance for dimensionality reduction. Generally the context and affix information efficiently identifies the discrete component from a tag. The DCTSM approach gives up results with 7.05% improved accuracy, minimal time taken for tag feature extraction, and lesser error rate. The effectiveness of the feature reduction based on tag approach is carried out in better way than the analogous attribute sets. 
